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Abstract— Emerging practical schemes indicate that algebraic
mixing of different packets by means of random linear network
coding can increase the throughput and robustness of streaming
services over wireless networks. However, concerns with the
security of streaming multimedia, in particular when only a
subset of the users in the network is entitled to the highest quality,
have uncovered the need for a network coding scheme capable
of ensuring different levels of confidentiality under stringent
complexity requirements. We consider schemes which exploit the
algebraic structure of network coding to achieve the dual goal
of hierarchical fidelity levels and efficient security. The key idea
is to limit the encryption operations to the encoding vector, in
combination with multi-resolution multimedia coding.

Index Terms— network coding, streaming, multi-resolution,
security, wireless, multimedia

I. INTRODUCTION

Although much has been accomplished in terms of ensuring

quality of experience for wireless multimedia streaming, it

is not yet completely clear how heterogeneous users with

different subscriptions can be provided simultaneously with

a secure stream and differentiated levels of quality in a robust

way. To ensure graceful degradation in the presence of packet

losses and differentiated service provision to distinct users,

typical video codecs, such as the MPEG family, adopt a multi-

resolution source coding approach to generate a scalable video

stream with multiple layers. The quality of experience for a

user basically depends on the number of layers it is capable

of recovering [1]. Unequal error protection for scalable video

streaming is discussed for instance in [2], where fountain

codes are applied to different layers thus ensuring graceful

degradation over a wide range of packet loss probability.

Coding techniques also play an increasingly important role

in the networking modules of the system architecture, in

particular with the advent of network coding. The key idea of

network coding [3] is to allow nodes in a network to combine

different information flows by means of algebraic operations.

This principle leads to an unconventional way of increasing

the throughput and robustness of highly volatile networks,

such as wireless networks, sensor networks and peer-to-peer

systems ([4], [5]). Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC)

can be implemented in a distributed fashion, whereby nodes

draw several coefficients at random and use them to form
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linear combinations of incoming packets [6]. The resulting

packet is sent along with the global encoding vector [6], which

records the cumulative effect of the linear transformations the

original packet suffers while on its path from the source to the

destination. The global encoding vector is what enables the

receivers to decode by means of Gaussian elimination. The

benefits of network coding for wireless communications have

been uncovered in several recent contributions [7], [8], [9].
Since network coding increases the overall computational

complexity and introduces some decoding delay, it is fair to

question its suitability for wireless media, in particular for

video. Recent solutions for minimizing the decoding delay

by means of feedback [10] and for applying network coding

to the requirements of multimedia streaming [11], [12] offer

encouraging evidence that the benefits justify the costs. In [13],

opportunistic network codes are constructed in a way that

maximizes the video quality instead of the network throughput.

Reference [14] addresses multi-rate media streaming with

network coding by formulating the problem in terms of linear

programming with the goal of achieving a rate equal to the

min-cut max-flow bound of each receiver. A survey of several

techniques to exploit path diversity for media streaming, both

with and without network coding, is provided in [12].
Network coding also offers advantages from a security point

of view. One example is SPOC (Secure Practical Network

Coding) [15], a lightweight cryptographic scheme that dra-

matically reduces the overall computational complexity by

encrypting only the encoding vector (called the locked coeffi-
cients) and viewing the network code as a cipher in itself.

Such a reduction of the number of encryption operations

is deemed to be crucial for media transmission. In fact, as

higher quality bit streams become available, the real-time

decompression process can consume almost all the processing

power and become overwhelming in conjunction with the

resources required for the decryption of large files [16], [1].
The obvious potential in combining the security properties

of network coding with its aforementioned benefits in ro-

bustness for streaming applications, motivates us to develop

and analyze a secure network coding architecture for wire-

less video. We consider a multicast setting in which several

devices, which are in general heterogeneous and have limited

processing capabilities, subscribe to streaming video in a lossy

wireless network. Our goals are (i) to reduce the number

of encryption operations while meeting the prescribed secu-

rity guarantees and (ii) to combine the resulting lightweight

security schemes with efficient layered codes and streaming

protocols for wireless video. Our main contributions are as

follows:

• Security Schemes: We propose a set of security mecha-

nisms designed for delay-sensitive applications that har-

vest the robustness of network coding with manageable

complexity and without compromising security;

• Scalable Network Coded Video: We show how hier-

archical codes for scalable video based on successive
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refinement can be combined with network coding in

scenarios where not all the nodes are authorized to receive

the best quality;

• Performance Considerations: We provide an analysis of

the performance and the overhead of our schemes.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Our goal is to provide confidentiality to video data while

(1) keeping the number of encryption operations to a mini-

mum without compromising security, (2) applying immediate

decoding techniques for network coding thus complying with

streaming delay requirements, (3) relying on RLNC’s inherent

robustness to packet loss and failures in the wireless network

and (4) matching network coding with scalable video streams.

A. Network Assumptions
We consider a network abstraction where the source and

intermediate nodes have access to the identifiers of the sinks

(e.g. the IP addresses). This way, our schemes can be easily

adapted to the many classes of networks that share this charac-

teristic, in particular networks with no centralized knowledge

of the network topology or of the encoding functions. Our

scheme also requires an encryption mechanism for which the

ciphertext is of the same size of the plaintext (e.g. AES in

stream cipher mode).

B. Threat Model
We consider the threat posed by an attacker with the

following characteristics:

1) he can observe every transmission in the network;

2) he has full access to information about the encoding and

decoding schemes;

3) he is computationally bounded and thus unable to break

hard cryptographic primitives;

4) he can perform active eavesdropping attacks to carry out

known-plaintext attacks.

The goal of the attacker is to recover the multicast video

stream at the highest possible quality.

C. Secure Practical Network Coding (SPOC)
The basis of the schemes presented is SPOC (Secure

Practical Network Coding) [15]. SPOC is a lightweight se-

curity scheme for confidentiality in RLNC, which provides

a simple yet powerful way to exploit the inherent security

of RLNC in order to reduce the number of cryptographic

operations required for confidential communication. This is

achieved by protecting (or “locking”) only the source coef-

ficients required to decode the linearly encoded data, while

allowing intermediate nodes to run their network coding op-

erations on substitute “unlocked” coefficients which provably

do not compromise the hidden data. A security evaluation of

SPOC [17] shows that the payload of the packets is in fact

protected with information-theoretic security, in the sense that

without the encoding matrix the attacker is unable to perform

statistical attacks on the payload, predicated on efficient source

coding.

III. SECURE NETWORK CODING FOR VIDEO STREAMING

A. Vanilla scheme
The Vanilla scheme is the basis for our work and considers

the encryption of coefficients at the source, while providing

a mapping that allows for immediate decoding strategies,

described as follows.

1) Immediate decoding strategies: In traditional network

coding protocols, the sinks must wait until they receive a

full-rank matrix to decode. Since streaming applications have

real-time requirements, large delays can cause severe penalties

in the quality of the streaming data. However, when the

knowledge of the content of the buffers of neighboring nodes

is available, an intermediate node can choose the packets

in the buffer so as to perform a linear combination that

optimizes the intermediate and overall decoding delay. If the

global encoding vector is encrypted, intermediate nodes cannot

infer the packets that are combined in a given packet. The

only approach for using this type of feedback is to obtain a

unique mapping between the unlocked and locked coefficients

that does not compromise security. This can be achieved by

generating locked coefficients in the configuration of a lower

diagonal matrix, as shown in Figure 1. A non-zero unlocked

coefficient in column i corresponds to the combination of

packets i . . . 1 inside the corresponding packet.

Fig. 1. Mapping between unlocked and locked coefficients. If an intermediate
node receives a packet with a vector of unlocked coefficients such that all
positions are zero except for position 2, the packets that are combined are
packets p1 and p2, while if an intermediate node receives a packet with a
vector such that all positions are zero except for position 3, the packets that
are combined are p1, p2 and p3.

2) Precoding strategy: The security of protecting the en-

coding coefficients can be fine-tuned by pre-encoding at the

source: in fact, if the encoding matrix is uniformly distributed

among all elements of a finite field, while the plaintext is

uniformly distributed among non-zero elements of the same

field, the mutual information [18] between the payload and

the plaintext is null and the mutual information between the

payload and the encoding matrix is strictly greater than zero

(that is, statistical attacks are possible on the encoding matrix

but not on the payload) [17]. On the other hand, by using

non-zero coefficients and zeros in the plaintext, we obtain dual

results for the mutual information.

In this case, since we require the encoding matrix to be

diagonal, all positions below (or above) the diagonal must be

non-zero, which imposes an a-priori restriction on the encod-

ing matrix. This restriction implies pre-coding the plaintext

such that all symbols are non-zero and such that dependencies

can be mitigated. This technique can be easily illustrated in

the following extreme example. Suppose that the plaintext

in one use of the encoding matrix is entirely composed of

zero symbols. The output of the multiplication of a matrix

composed exclusively of non-zero symbols by a zero vector

is clearly the zero vector, and thus, an attacker could directly

infer that the plaintext is the zero vector, since this is the most

likely option yielding this result. Precoding the plaintext can

be easily achieved by mapping elements of Fq into Fq−1, thus

incurring a negligible rate penalty of (q − 1)/q.

B. Strawberry scheme

The Strawberry scheme builds on top of the Vanilla scheme

to prevent known-plaintext attacks, as well as to prevent
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statistical dependencies in the payload of the packets without

the need to perform the mapping proposed in the last scheme.

In fact, the Vanilla scheme presented is prone to known-

plaintext attacks. An attacker in possession of n2 packets

and the full plaintext corresponding to those packets is able

to recover the encoding matrix by solving a system with

n2 equations and n2 unknowns. This attack can be easily

counteracted in SPOC by adding an extra key, which can be

deemed as a map for performing a random mix or reordering of

the information symbols. The attacker would then be forced to

test a prohibitive number of combinations. However, streaming

applications require packets to arrive in the original order,

and hence this technique is unfeasible for this goal. We now

propose a technique for counteracting known-plaintext attacks

against the Vanilla scheme. The key idea is to encrypt one

symbol for each use of the encoding matrix by using the pre-

shared keys between the source and the sinks. In the example

below, even though the attacker has access to b2 and b3, he

cannot obtain E(b1) and thus cannot form a solvable system

of equations for recovering aij , as shown in Figure 2. It is

worthwhile to mention that this technique also mitigates the

effect of statistical dependencies occurring across reuses of the

encoding matrix.

Fig. 2. Prevention of known-plaintext attacks in Strawberry scheme by
encrypting one symbol per use of the encoding matrix. The symbols in the
dashed boxes represent what the attacker aims at recovering, while the others
represent the symbols the attacker has access to.

C. Chocolate Sundae scheme (Security layers)

The goal of this scheme is to allow for differentiated recov-

ery of successive layers by nodes with different access levels,

while relying on the dissemination of lower-level packets to

achieve the resilience necessary for higher-level packets to be

delivered in a timely fashion. The key idea is to encrypt each

line of the encoding matrix using a different key, as illustrated

by the example in Figure 3.

1

2

3

Fig. 3. Illustration of the encryption of the locked coefficients in the Chocolate
scheme. The first layer corresponds to the first line of the matrix and is
encrypted with the key for layer 1. The remaining locked coefficients are
encrypted line by line according to a similar mechanism.

Unlocked coefficients allow for standard network coding

operations to be performed on packets even though distinct

levels are encrypted with different keys. Even if packets from

different layers are combined, reverting the operations through

the use of unlocked coefficients reverts all combinations of dif-

ferent layers, so that the original information can be recovered.

To prevent statistical dependencies, the technique of en-

crypting one of the symbols for each use of the matrix can

be used as well; however, in this case, the symbol should be

encrypted with the key for the lowest level in the network (that

is, K1), so that all legitimate intervenients in the protocol can

decrypt the locked symbol, as shown in Figure 4. In this case,

the base layer is also protected. If layer 1 is to be accessible

by all nodes in the network, other symbols can be encrypted,

as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 4. Layered protection for the Chocolate scheme. In this example, all
layers are protected from potential eavesdroppers.

Fig. 5. Layered protection for the Chocolate scheme. In this example, the base
layer of the video is accessible to the entire network.

D. Scheme comparison

A summary of the proposed schemes is shown in Table I.
Operations that are common to all schemes are presented first,

followed by the specifics for each method, in the order of

execution. All schemes start with key distribution, a step that

can be performed once, since keys can be reutilized. The

source then generates the unlocked and locked coefficients.

In the case of the Vanilla and Strawberry schemes, the source

encrypts the encoding matrix using the shared group key; in

the case of the Chocolate scheme, the source encrypts each line

of matrix A using a different key. Pre-coding of the plaintext is

performed according to the considered scheme. In the Vanilla

scheme, the plaintext should not contain zeros (which can be

easily achieved by using mapping) and should be compressed.

In the Strawberry and Chocolate schemes, one symbol should

be encrypted for each use of the encoding matrix. The packets

are then composed by applying the matrix successively to the

symbols in the information to be sent. At the intermediate

nodes, all operations are performed according to the rules

of standard RLNC protocols. In the case of the Chocolate

scheme, packets are combined with packets of the same or

lower layers. It is possible to obtain the layer of the packet

by using the direct mapping to the unlocked coefficients.

It is worthwhile to mention that any immediate decoding

algorithms can be applied by using the same mapping.

At the sink nodes, Gaussian elimination according to the

standard rules of RLNC protocols is applied using the un-

locked coefficients. The locked coefficients can then be re-

covered (by using the single shared key in the case of the

Vanilla and Chocolate schemes and multiple keys in the case

of the Chocolate scheme), followed by the recovery of the sent

information by means of forward substitution.

IV. PERFORMANCE

A. Encryption volume

Figure 6 compares the volume of data to be encrypted

according to the size of the plaintext for our schemes and

traditional encryption, for typical packet sizes of 500 bytes

(for video packets in cellular networks) [19], 1000 bytes (for

example, for video over wifi networks) and 1500 bytes (the
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED SCHEMES

Initialization (source nodes):
All • A key management mechanism is used to exchange either

1 key or L shared keys with the sink nodes, depending
on whether the scheme is for 1 or multiple layers,
respectively.

• The source node generates a L×L lower diagonal matrix
A in which each of the non-zero entries is an element
from the multiplicative group of the finite field a ∈ Fq\0;

• The coefficients corresponding to a distinct line of the
L × L identity matrix are added to the header of each
coded packet. These correspond to the unlocked coeffi-
cients.

Vanilla,
Strawb.

• Each line of the matrix A is encrypted with the shared
keys and also placed in the header of each packet. These
coefficients correspond to the locked coefficients;

Vanilla • The source node applies the matrix A to the packets
{p1, p2, ..., pN} to be sent, forming packets {wi =
join(A(bhi, . . . , bh(i+1))

T for i ∈ {0, . . . N − h})}
and places them it in its memory.

Strawberry • Each line of the matrix A is encrypted with the shared
keys and also placed in the header of each packet. These
coefficients correspond to the locked coefficients;

• The source node applies the matrix A to the packets
{p1, p2, ..., pN} to be sent, forming packets {wi =
join(A(bhi, . . . ,E(bh(i+1),K)T for i ∈ {0, . . . N −
h})} and places them it in its memory.

Chocolate • Each line i of the matrix A is encrypted with shared key
Ki and also placed in the header of each packet. These
coefficients correspond to the locked coefficients;

• The source node applies the matrix A to the packets
{p1, p2, ..., pN} to be sent, forming packets {wi =
join(A(bhi, . . . ,E(bh(i+1),K)T for i ∈ {0, . . . N −
h})} and places them it in its memory.

Initialization (intermediate nodes):
Chocolate • Each node initializes L buffers, one for each layer in the

network.

Operation at intermediate nodes:
Vanilla
and
Straw-
berry

• When a packet is received by a node, the node stores the
packet in its buffer;

• To transmit a packet on an outgoing link, the node pro-
duces a packet by forming a random linear combination
of the packets in its buffer, according to the rules of
standard RLNC based protocols.

Chocolate • When a packet of layer l is received by a node, the node
stores the packet in the corresponding buffer;

• To transmit a packet of layer l on an outgoing link, the
node produces a packet by forming a random linear com-
bination of the packets in buffers 1 . . . l, modifying both
the unlocked and locked coefficients without distinction,
according to the rules of standard RLNC based protocols.

Decoding (sink nodes):
All When sufficient packets are received:

• The sink nodes perform Gaussian elimination using the
unlocked coefficients thus obtaining the original locked
coefficients and coded packets;

Vanilla,
Strawb.

• The receiver then decrypts the locked coefficients using
shared key K;

Chocolate • The receiver then decrypts the locked coefficients using
the corresponding keys Ki for level i;

All • The receiver performs Gaussian elimination on the pack-
ets using the locked coefficients (triangular matrix) to
recover the original packets;

Strawb,
Choc.

• The receiver decrypts symbols bh, b2h, . . . , bN/h to
form the original plaintext.

typical IP packet size). In the case of the traditional encryption

mechanism, which performs end-to-end encryption of the

entire payload, the volume of data that must be encrypted

increases linearly with the size of the protected payload. It is

not difficult to see that our schemes substantially reduce the

size of information to be encrypted. The gains get higher as

the maximum size of the packet increases, since the number of

matrices to be generated is smaller, and more data can be sent

in each packet containing the same matrix of coefficients. The

Chocolate Sundae and Strawberry schemes require a higher

number of encryption operations due to the extra operations

(one symbol per use of the encoding matrix). Naturally, the

required number of cryptographic operations is directly related

to the volume of data to be encrypted. If we consider a stream

cipher, the number of encryption operations increases linearly

with that volume, and therefore, the computational complexity

is greatly reduced by our schemes as shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Size of data to be encrypted, for Vanilla scheme and Straw-
berry/Chocolate schemes versus traditional encryption (encryption of the
whole data).

B. Communication and Computational overhead

TABLE II

VOLUME OVERHEAD OF LOCKED COEFFICIENTS (PER PACKET).

MAXIMUM IP
PACKET SIZE

#CODED

PACKETS h
OVERHEAD IN Fq

q = 28 q = 216

500

4 0.80% 1.60%
8 1.60% 3.20%
12 3.20% 6.40%

1000

4 0.40% 0.80%
8 0.80% 1.60%
12 2.40% 4.80%

1500

4 0.27% 0.53%
8 0.53 % 1.07 %
12 0.80% 1.60 %

The ability to reduce the volume of data to be encrypted,

for all the proposed schemes, comes at the cost of including

locked coefficients in the data packet. In Table II we show the

overhead introduced by our schemes for each packet and for

coefficients with size of 8 and 16 bits, for some values of refer-

ence for wireless networks with nodes with several processing

capabilities. All schemes incur the additional communication

overhead of key exchange, which is analyzed in Section IV-C.

Due to the inclusion of an extra set of coefficients (the

locked coefficients), our schemes require additional operations,
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which are shown in Table III. For the purpose of our analysis,

we consider that, in comparison to the multiplication, the sum

operation yields negligible complexity.

TABLE III

COMPUTATIONAL COST OF INCLUDING THE LOCKED COEFFICIENTS

NODE OPERATION DETAILED

COST

TOTAL

COST

Source

Node

Generation of vectors of identity

matrix

negligible −

Encryption of locked coefficients See Section IV-
A

Intermediate

Node

Performing extra random linear

operations on locked coefficients

(combining t packets)

nh multiplica-

tion operations

and (n − 1)h

sum operations

O(nt)

Sink node

Decrypt locked coefficients to ob-

tain the matrix ML of plain-text

locked coefficients

See Section IV-
A

O(n2)

Forward-substitution using recov-

ered locked coefficients

O(n2)

Decrypt one encrypted symbol per

use of the encoding matrix (Straw-

berry and Chocolate)

See Section IV-
A

C. Key distribution

Our schemes require shared keys between the sinks and the

sources. For the Vanilla and Strawberry schemes, one key can

be shared between the source and all the valid recipients (com-

monly denominated as group keys), thus incurring a smaller

overhead than the Chocolate Sundae scheme, in which several

keys (one for each level) must be shared among all legitimate

recipients in the network. Several mechanisms can be used for

the exchange of shared keys, such as an offline mechanism

for pre-distribution of keys [20], an authentication protocol

such as Kerberos or a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). The

situation in which keys are shared among several legitimate

nodes in a network occurs frequently in multicast scenarios

and is commonly denominated as broadcast encryption or

multicast key distribution [21]. We provide a generic overhead

analysis based on the number of group keys that should be

kept in the network. In the case of the Vanilla and Strawberry

schemes, one key must be shared between the source and the t
legitimate recipients, and thus, t + 1 keys must be exchanged

and are kept in the network. In the case of the Chocolate

Sunday scheme, nodes at level l should keep l keys, one for

each level, and thus, the number of keys exchanged is equal

to
∑L

l=1 ltl, in which tl represents the number of recipients

at level l in the network and L the total number of levels in

the network.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We presented a set of practical schemes for secure scalable

media streaming that exploit the algebraic characteristics of

RLNC. On the one hand our proposals ensure differentiated

levels of security for distinct users. On the other hand, the

multipath properties of the network coding paradigm assure

the resilience to packet losses over wireless channels. Our

work was focused on eavesdropping attacks, however network

pollution attacks can be dealt with using the techniques in [22]

albeit at some cost in terms of delay and complexity. As part

of our ongoing work we are looking at ways to mitigate

the effects of such Byzantine attacks under the real-time

constraints of streaming services. Finally, it is important to

mention that these techniques can be generalized to other

multi-resolution streaming architectures, including those based

on the principles of fountain coding.
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